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GPI is a leading provider of casino currency and equipment worldwide, with offices and 
manufacturing facilities in many key regions including the Americas, Europe and Asia.

GPI product portfolio includes casino currency (chips, plaques and jetons), RFID products 
and technology, layouts, dice, cards, gaming furniture and accessories, and other table 
game related products including European and American roulette wheels.

FEATURED PRODUCTS
Casino Currency

3 Brands. Infinite Customizations.
Unmatched Security.

Precision Dice

Perfectly balanced, quality dice.
Your player’s deserve nothing less.

Playing Cards

3 brands of playing cards that combine 
value with quality.



CASINO CURRENCY - 3 Brands. Infinite Customizations. Unmatched 
Security.

B&G

High-quality B&G casino currency line includes both 
American-style plastic injection-molded chips and our 
unmatched European-style plaques and jetons. All three 
product lines include a wide range of customizable 
features and options.

Paulson®

Paulson line is an American-style chip. Paulson chips, 
commonly referred to as “clay chips,” are known for their 
unique feel and easy handling, and are custom made to 
your specifications.

Bud Jones®

For more than 40 years, Bud Jones American-style 
chips have been chosen by casinos all over the world 
because of their high quality plastic injection-molded 
manufacturing process, design flexibility and their 
outstanding durability.

PRECISION DICE - Perfectly balanced, quality dice. Your players deserve 
nothing less. With over 40 years of experience, GPI the leading manufacturer 
of precision dice. Using a sophisticated manufacturing process, our precision 
dice deliver a fair and consistent roll every time.

Dice Brands

GPI offer three prestigious, well-known and trusted dice 
brands that are available with a wide range of colors 
and sizes:
•  Paulson Dice
•   Bud Jones Dice
•   T - K Dice   
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Customizable Options

In order to improve the aesthetic appeal and security of 
our dice, we offer the following customizable options:
•   Two different finishes: sand or polished 
•   One, two or three monograms
•   Foil monograms in a wide range of colors

PLAYING CARDS
GPI offer three brands of quality playing 

cards: our high-quality Paulson series, the more 

economical PSV series, and our new Paulson 

plastic cards. All three are available with a variety 

of customizable options including multiple pips 

and colors to choose from.

Paulson Cards

The Paulson Series is original line of premium playing cards. Paulson cards are high-quality, 

extremely durable, 100% aqueous coated cards, and are available in the standard 3.5” x 2.5” 

size.

PSV Cards

PSV Series playing cards feature an exclusive paper formulation that offers the design and 

quality features of our premium Paulson cards on a slightly lighter, less expensive paper.

Paulson Plastic Cards

Highly durable Paulson Plastic playing cards have the classic snap and feel of traditional 

paper stock cards with the benefit of being able to withstand long, repeated play.  They are 

tear, smudge, and scuff resistant and best of all, they are also compatible with shufflers. 


